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Abstract

In this paper we propose an ACO approach, where two colonies of ants

aim to optimize total costs in a transportation network. This main objective

consists of two sub goals, namely eet size minimization and minimization

of the vehicle movement costs, which are conicting for some regions of the

solution space. Thus, our two ant colonies optimize one of these subgoals

each and communicate information concerning solution quality. Our results

show the potential of the proposed method.

1 Introduction

In the last decade, a new meta-heuristic called Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

has attracted increasing attention, as a tool to solve various hard combinatorial

optimization problems (cf. e.g. [1], [2], [4], [8], [12], [9]). It is based on research

done in the early nineties by Dorigo et al. (see e. g. [3], [6], [7]) on the Ant

System, which was inspired by the behaviour of real ant colonies searching for food.

Information concerning the quality of food sources is communicated between the
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members of the colony via an aromatic essence called pheromone. Over time this

information will lead to the reinforcement of some paths, which lead to rich food

sources, while other paths will not be used anymore.

In the context of combinatorial optimization problems this mechanism is im-

plemented as an adaptive memory which, together with a local heuristic function

called visibility, guides the search of the arti�cial ants through the solution space.

Thus, the artic�cial ants base their decisions on their own rule of thumb and on

the experience of the colony as a whole. The objective values correspond to the

quality of the discovered food. A convergence proof for a generalized Ant System

Algorithm is provided in [10].

In order to be able to succesfully implement such an ACO algorithm for a given

combinatorial optimization problem, problem speci�c knowledge is necessary to

identify an appropriate rule of thumb to guide the search of the ants to promising

regions of the search space. However, for most problems more than one good heuris-

tic exists, and the quality of each one generally depends on the current problem

constellation. Furthermore, for problems with multiple goals available heuristics

which seek to optimize the objective function with respect to one goal can perform

rather poor with respect to some other goals. Thus, such problems are normally

solved using either a lexicographic approach or an objective function, which sums

up the values associated with each goal. The former approach is based on a ranking

of the goals with respect to their importance, in the latter approach each goal can

be assigned a weight before the sum is taken.

The aim of this paper is to overcome these problems and develop a method which

�nds comprehensive solutions for problems with multiple objectives. We propose an

algorithm, where two colonies of ants aim to optimize total costs in a transportation

network. These costs consist of �xed costs associated with the eet size and variable
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vehicle movement costs. In general, minimal eet sizes will not cause minimal

vehicle movement costs, these two goals are rather conicting. Thus, our two ant

colonies optimize one goal each and communicate information about good solutions

in order to enhance the general solution quality. However, due to the size of the

costs the main goal is to minimize the eet size required. Thus, in our approach we

have a master population which optimizes the eet size. This 'master' population

is supported by a 'slave' population which optimizes empty vehicle movements and

communicates outstanding solutions to the 'master' population.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe

the problem we consider. Our new approach for handling multiple objectives is

proposed in section 3. In section 4 we present our numerical results. We close in

section 5 with some �nal remarks and an outlook on future research.

2 Description of the problem

The problem considered in this paper represents a typical scenario logistics service

providers are faced with. They have to satisfy customer orders, which require the

delivery of goods between pickup and delivery locations. In general, if these orders

are of small size and distances are large, they are not transported directly from

their source to their destination but via the locations of the service provider. Such

a situation is depicted in Figure 1. An order which has to be delivered from customer

a to customer b is �rst shipped to the distribution center i associated with customer

a. There, together with other orders requiring transportation to the same region, it

is consolidated to a full truckload and delivered to the receiving distribution center

j, from where it is �nally delivered to customer b. While the local transportation is

generally performed with small trucks, such a problem is treated in [11], the long

distance movements between distribution centers are performed by larger trucks. It
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is obvious that the utilization of these large trucks is very important for the service

provider. Thus, empty vehicle movements have to be minimized. Apart from that,

the necessary eet size should be as small as possible to keep the �xed costs low.

Figure 1: Structure of the distribution network

In this paper, we aim to optimize the total costs in this long distance distribution

center network (depicted with bold lines in the �gure). In order to achieve this, eet

sizes as well as empty vehicle movements have to be minimized. Note, that these

two goals may not be equally important. In a situation, where a eet of vehicles

and a number of drivers are available eet size may be less important, especially if

unused trucks or drivers could not be utilized for other services. However, in our

case we look at a situation, utilization of trucks or drivers for alternate services is

possible, and thus eet size minimization is the main goal. A number of constraints

have to be considered in order to obtain feasible solutions.

These are:

� All order information is known at the time of planning.

� The service provider operates a eet of homogeneous vehicles.
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� Each vehicle can be used repeatedly within the planning horizon.

� The vehicles have to return to their home base after a given time period.

� Customer time windows have to be respected.

� Transportation orders in the long distance network are consolidated to full

truckloads.

Given these constraints we will now propose our new approach developed for

this multi-objective problem.

3 Cooperative Ant Colonies to handle multiple

objectives

In our algorithm two objectives are optimized simultaneously by coordinating the

activities of two ant colonies. The ants of the larger master population optimize the

main objective function. The ants of the smaller slave population optimize a minor

goal and 'inject' their knowledge into the pheromone information of the main pop-

ulation. The two ant colonies are coordinated by the procedure CooperativeACO.

The procedure CooperativeACO, described in Table 1 initializes the two ant

colonies (master population and slave population), handles the communication of

the two populations via one global pheromone information and controls the termi-

nation of the algorithm. In detail, for a number of max Iterations the procedure

ACO is executed for the 'master' population as well as the 'slave' population. Both

algorithms are called with the parameter settings for the priority rule (�master,

�
slave), population size (�master, �slave), and the number of best ants (�master,

�slave) for the pheromone update. After the run of the two ACO Procedures the

PheromoneInjection for the master population is executed by using the results
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Table 1: The CooperativeACO procedure

procedure CooperativeACO f

for i := 1 to max Iterations f

ACO (�master ; �master ; �master);

solution vectors slave pop:=

ACO (�slave; �slave; �slave);

PheromoneInjection to the pheromone information of the master population

using solution vectors slave pop, pheromone information of the 'master' population

and formula (6);

g

g

(solution vectors slave pop), produced by the ACO procedure with the parameter

settings for the 'slave' population. The resulting pheromone information is repli-

cated in the local pheromone information of the 'master' population.

Let us now turn to a detailed description of the ACO procedure (subsection

3.1), where we briey describe the two basic ACO phases, namely the construction

of a feasible solution and the trail update for the global pheromone information (in

section 3.2).

3.1 The Ant Colony Algorithm

The master and the slave population use the same ACO algorithm to construct

feasible solutions. Starting at time t = 0 a truck is sequentially �lled with orders

until the end of the planning horizon T is reached, or no more order assignment

is feasible. At this point another vehicle is brought into use, t is set to t = 0 and

the order assignment is continued. This procedure is repeated until all orders are

assigned.
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For the selection of orders that have not yet been assigned to trucks, two aspects

are taken into account: how promising the choice of that order is in general, and

how good the choice of that order was in previous iterations of the algorithm. The

�rst information is the visibility, the second is stored in the pheromone information.

The proposed ant system can be described by the algorithm given in Table 2.

Table 2: The ACO procedure

procedure ACO (�; �; �) f

Initialization of the ACO;

set a number of ants on each depot;

for Ant := 1 to � f

while not all orders are assigned f

initialize a new truck;

t = 0;

select a home base for the truck;

while 9 �ij(t) > 0 8i; j 2 J f

select an order using formula (3);

update t;

g

g

evaluate the objective function;

g

for � := 1 to � f

improve the solution using the post optimization procedure

evaluate the objective function;

g

update local pheromone information;

return solution vectors;

g
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In the initialization phase, � ants are generated and each depot is assigned the

same number of ants. Then the two basic phases - construction of tours and trail

update - are executed for a given number of iterations. To improve the solution

quality a post optimization procedure will be applied, which seeks to improve a

solution by �nding the optimal depot for each truck given the orders assigned.

3.1.1 Visibility

Let J denote the set of orders and D denote the set of depots. The visibility

information is stored in a matrix �, each element in the matrix is denoted by �ij(t),

where �ij(t) is positive, if and only if the assignment of order j after order i is

feasible. An assignment of order j is feasible, if the order can be scheduled on

the current vehicle without violation of its time window. Hence, it is clear that �

depends on the time. Note that in each iteration only the row associated with the

order assigned in the previous iteration has to be evaluated. The actual value of

the visibility of order j depends on the priority rule incorporated in the algorithm.

Based on this information we can de�ne the set 
i(t) = fj 2 J : j is an order

feasible to assigng.

It is obvious that the choice of the priority rule substantially inuences the

solution quality. In our problem at hand, we want to minimize total costs, that

means a minimization of both empty vehicle movements, as well as number of trucks

required. Therefore, the master population of the Cooperative ACO uses a priority

rule, which leads to good solutions with respect to total costs. This priority rule

takes into consideration the minimization of the empty vehicle movements only

insuÆciently. Thus, we introduce a slave population, which uses a priority rule

suitable to minimize this goal. The relevant information discovered by the ants of
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the slave population is inserted in the global pheromone information and can be

used by the ants of the master population.

3.1.2 Visibility for the master population

The priority rule for the master population is:

�
master

ij
(t) =

8
>><
>>:

e
�4�(EDDj+2�EPSTj(i;t)) if j 2 
i(t)

0 otherwise

8j 2 J; (1)

This priority rule aims to maximize truck utilization by avoiding waiting times.

It takes into account the due dates (EDD) and the release dates (EPST ) of the

orders. While the EDD measure exactly represents the due dates, the EPST mea-

sure also takes into account waiting times and connecting empty vehicle movements.

A more detailed description of the priority rule can be found in [5].

3.1.3 Visibility for the slave population

The priority rule for the slave population is:

�
slave

ij
(t) =

8
>><
>>:

e
�16�DIST (i;j) if j 2 
i(t)

0 otherwise

8j 2 J: (2)

This priority rule is solely based on the distance traveled to get from the delivery

location of the last customer assigned (i) to the pickup location of customer j,

DIST (i; j). It is obvious, that this priority rule is well suited for the minimization

of empty vehicle movements.
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3.1.4 Decision rule

Given the visibility and pheromone information, a feasible order j is selected to be

visited immediately after order or depot i according to a random-proportional rule

that can be stated as follows:

P
�

ij
(t) =

8
>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

[�
�
ij
]�[�

�
ij
(t)]�P

h2
i(t)
[�

�

ih
]�[�

�

ih
(t)]�

if j 2 
i(t)

0 otherwise,

8j 2 J; � 2 fmaster; slaveg:(3)

This probability distribution is biased by the parameters � and � that determine

the relative inuence of the trails and the visibility, respectively. �ij, represents

the current pheromone information, i.e. the value �ij represents the pheromone

information of assigning order j immediately after order i.

3.2 Pheromone information

3.2.1 Pheromone Update

After the two ant populations have constructed a feasible solution, the global

pheromone trails are updated. We use a pheromone update procedure, where only

a number of the best ants, ranked according to solution quality, contribute to the

pheromone trails. Such a procedure was proposed in [1] and [2]. The update rule

is as follows:

�
�

ij
= � � �

�

ij
+

��X
�=1

��
�;�

ij
, where � 2 fmaster; slaveg 8i; j 2 J; (4)

where � is the trail persistence (with 0 � � � 1). Only the �master best ants of

the master population and the �slave best ants of the slave population update the

pheromone information. If an order j was performed immediately after an order
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i in the solution of the �-th best ant of �master or of �slave the pheromone trail is

increased by a quantity ��
�

ij
. This update quantity can be represented as

��
�;�

ij
=

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

1� ��1
�� if 1 � � � ��

;where � 2 fmaster; slaveg

0 otherwise

8i; j 2 J: (5)

3.2.2 Pheromone Injection

After both ACO procedures are terminated the pheromone injection is performed

in order to communicate good solutions from the slave to the master population.

Formally this can be written as

�
master

ij
= �

master

ij
+

�slaveX
�=1

��
slave;�

ij
: (6)

4 Numerical analysis

In this section we will present the results of our numerical analysis. This analysis is

based on a set of testproblems which was generated given the following parameter

settings:

� 8 distribution centers,

� 512 orders and

� a planning horizon of 8 periods.

Given these settings we generated 8 problems which di�er with respect to the

average time window lengths associated with the orders. These average time window

lengths were varied between 1 and 8, 1 meaning that every order has to be delivered

within one period, while 8 means that no time window restrictions have to be

respected.
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The objective function to minimize total costs is given by

TC = 20 � FS + 1 �MC;

where TC denotes the total costs, FS is the eet size and MC denotes the

vehicle movement costs. An interpretation of the weights used in this objective

function can be found in [5].

The parameter setting chosen for the Ant System are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Parameter settings for the ACO algorithm

Parameter value

� 1

� 1

� 0.5

�0 0.1

�master 8

�slave 1

�master 128

�slave 32

maxIterations 30

Let us now turn to the analysis of our cooperative ant colonies. Note, that the

results presented in this section are based on averages over �ve runs for each prob-

lem. In order to show the e�ects of information sharing we compare two di�erent

cases.

� Case 1: 1 master population of 160 ants, no slave population
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� Case 2: Cooperative ant colonies: 1 master population with 128 ants, 1 slave

population with 32 ants, slave population reports good solutions to master

population

Case 1 represents a basic ACO algorithm where one population of ants searches

the solution space. Each ant in the colony utilizes the same heuristic information,

which in our case is the one presented for the master population in the last section.

Case 2 represents our new approach which is based on a cooperative system of two

ant colonies as presented in the last section. In Table 4 these two cases are com-

pared with respect to empty vehicle movements and eet sizes. It can be clearly

seen, that empty vehicle movements are always less in Case 2. The average improve-

ment in empty vehicle movements is 3.26 %. Furthermore, we see that apart from

one problem (the problem with an average time window length of 4 periods) this

improvement of the vehicle movements is achieved without detrimental e�ects on

the eet size. On the contrary, for two problems, those with average time windows

of 1 and 6 periods respectively, our new approach even improves the necessary eet

size.

Note, that while the improvements seem to be rather small, the presented results

are based on �rst simulations. Thus, we strongly expect that parameter �ne tuning

or slight modi�cations could possibly lead to an increase in these improvements.

5 Conclusions and future research

In this paper we have proposed an ACO approach, where two ant colonies cooper-

atively solve a multi-objective transportation problem. The objective function was

to minimize total costs, consisting of �xed costs for the utilization of the eet and

variable costs for the transportation movements. In our algorithm a large popula-
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Table 4: Solution comparison between several advanced Ant System algorithms

Length of Case 1 Case 2

empty vehicle empty vehicle

Time Windows movements eet size movements eet size

1 43.648 28 41.712 27.6

2 31.956 25 31.582 25

3 33.829 26 32.608 26

4 32.496 24.4 29.509 24.8

5 24.313 23 24.108 23

6 25.010 22.2 24.688 22

7 20.563 22 19.956 22

8 18.345 21 17.870 21

tion of ants solves the problem with respect to the eet size costs, as these costs are

the major component in the objective function. This large population is supported

by a small population, which aims to minimize total vehicle movement costs and

communicates good solutions to the larger master population.

Our results can be viewed as a proof of concept for the proposed method. We

showed, that the communication of the two ant colonies improved the solution

quality. While these improvements are not very large, they highlight the potential

of communication between colonies with di�erent problem solving approaches.

Future research will deal with improvements of this concept, as well as other

communication mechanisms which enhance the performance of agent based opti-

mization algorithms.
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